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we must challenge the rather offensive re-
marks against both pathologists and coroners'
officers on their attitude and lack of sympa-
thetic communication with the bereaved.

Having worked in close association with the
coroners' system in south-east London and
Greater London over many years we can only
state that rarely does a day pass when a mem-
ber of the "team" does not explain in simple
language the reasons for a coroner's post-
mortem and the findings-the explanation may
be in terms like "furred" or "blocked" pipes
in relation to infarctions, obstructions in the
bowel, etc-either to the coroner's officers or
the bereaved relatives.

Furthermore, we know that many of our
colleagues in hospital pathology and other
medicolegal institutions are more than willing
to speak to relatives at any time.

J M CAMERON
JANE M FULLERTON

Department of Forensic Medicine,
The London Hospital Medical

College,
London El

SIR,-Your leading article "Physician to the
bereaved" (16 July, p 148) illuminates a
deficiency in British medical care but surely
is not meant to be taken seriously.
The coroner's pathologists' patients above

all will not have allowed development of
rapport between their relatives and hospital
staff. Inevitably long before the pathologist
gets around to performing his "service" for
this patient his relatives will, if they wish help,
have already turned to their family doctor. He
is available not through a coroner's officer and
a strange department and is not unfamiliar
with the ongoing responsibility of counselling
and supporting the bereaved. In some cases
this support may include supplying medication,
liaising with social workers, or even issuing
National Insurance certificates, as the grief
reaction can be a genuine cause of incapacity.
Can the pathologist offer such a service ?
You point out that in 80 %4 of coroner's

post-mortems death is shown to be due to
natural causes but omit to mention that in
these cases available information as to the
cause of death is not passed on to the general
practitioner unless he chooses to request
such a report from the coroner and pay a legal
fee of £1. Without such information the
support offered to the bereaved, which we both
agree is essential but which I claim is best
offered through the general practitioner, is
based on imprecision and must be suboptimal.

Post-mortem examinations have traditionally
been carried out for the enlightenment of
clinicians. Is it too much to hope that when the
same pathologist wears another hat he could,
with the coroner's permission, continue this
service and send the general practitioner a copy
of his findings? Whether legislation or just
custom prevents this, making appropriate
changes would be to no one's detriment.

Give us the tools and we will do the job, and,
with respect, I suspect we will do a better job
than the pathologist.

JOHN C FRANKLAND
Lancaster

SIR,-I had the unique opportunity to work
as a Dutch pathologist in several countries
following the British or the French legal
tradition. So I can compare the countries with
and without a coroner's practice.

One of the advantages of the British coroner
system is the opportunity for the pathologist to
provide factual scientific counsel to the
bereaved. This is indeed unique and of
particular value in cot-death cases, where
parental guilt feelings are so often prevalent.
No post-mortem department, however, had a
suitable place for a restful conversation, but
my office seemed to have the right atmosphere
for a frank discussion sitting beside my micro-
scope. Parents left my office with sad but
grateful faces.

For this reason the coroner tradition should
be recommended.

J W KOTEN
Previously WHO professor

of pathology
Amsterdam

Enzyme assays: plea for common sense

SIR,-There have been a number of letters in
your columns and elsewhere from leading
authorities as well as myself concerning diffi-
culties and anxieties over the introduction of
SI units. In general this argument has now
passed into a chronic state.
There is more danger looming ahead, and I

wonder just how well informed clinicians are;
I refer to the problem of clinical enzyme
assays. Most laboratories in developed coun-
tries now use kinetic enzyme assays as their
method of choice and some form of standard-
isation is necessary. The results of inter-
laboratory trials abroad and in the UK have
shown an alarming state of incongruity. Apart
from the difficulties of standardisation of
biological "control" material (and one could
write volumes on that alone) surely the stage is
now set for a common-sense approach to
standardising some of the simpler experi-
mental conditions of enzyme assays. Most
important of these are temperature, pH, and
buffer concentration.
To illustrate the present chaotic state of

affairs I deal only with temperature. At the
present time clinical enzymology uses 25°C,
30°C, or 37°C in various laboratories. Since it
is common knowledge that chemical reactions
are temperature-dependent, no one ought to
be surprised that the "normal ranges" in
laboratories using these various temperatures
are often widely different, nor that the many
accelerators and inhibitors of enzyme reactions
may not be similarly active at different tem-
peratures and that therefore "corrected"
results are not comparable. Clearly the time
is right for international agreement and in
order to be logical 37°C should be selected.
This is the temperature at which the body
operates and one which is easily available in
laboratories. Countries in the developing
world would more readily accept 37°C than
"room temperature" -which may be nearer
to 30°C in certain areas; keeping assays cooler
is more difficult than warming them up,
especially in hotter climates.
There have been scientific meetings over the

years to discuss this problem, but as yet no
agreement has been reached. It is anticipated
that in February 1978 in Mexico there will be
a meeting to make final recommendations.
Before that time let all clinicians be made
aware of the problem, discuss it with their
biochemists, and press their views for a united
solution to this problem.

In these days of rapid patient transportation
it is clinically important to be able to compare
results between different centres. Many bio-

chemical assays depend on enzyme activity.
Let us therefore have agreement on this one
simple aspect of our work. If clinicians are
involved now they cannot complain later that
they were not informed; moreover they will be
equally to blame if agreement is not as
sensible as it should be. If agreement on such
a simple matter as temperature of assay cannot
be reached, then there is no hope of agreement
on pH and buffer concentrations (proposals
for which are being formulated now in
Scandinavia) and the present lamentable state
of affairs will continue, with unnecessary
clinical difficulties as a result.

J J TAYLOR
States of Jersey Pathological

Laboratory,
Jersey, CI

When is significant not significant?

SIR,-Professor Hugh Dudley raises (2 July,
p 47) and Mr R Peto, Sir Richard Doll, and
Dr G Silverman discuss (23 July, p 259) a
statistical problem of severe and evidently
unresolved difficulty. To recapitulate briefly,
if we carry out 400 separate correlations-
say, between particular occupations and
particular causes of death'-then if no genuine
differences exist we should expect to find at
the ordinary significance level (P 0 05) about
20 "significant" correlations by chance alone.
The problem is familiar to those engaged

in histocompatibility testing when associations
are investigated between any one or more of
some 20 to 30 major (HLA) histocompatibility
antigens and a particular disease. Generally
an unadjusted P value is first calculated for
each antigen tested, using the ordinary x2 test.
To allow for the complication of multiple
antigens, each value of P is then multiplied
by the number of specific antigens tested to
give a set of "adjusted P values." A more
rigorous correction2 gives P,, = l-(l-P)n, where
Pn is the "adjusted P value," P is the un-
adjusted value, and n is the number of
independent tests. If we apply this correction
to the example cited by Mr Peto and Sir
Richard Doll, with P=0 001 and n=400,
then P,,=0-33. That is to say, at least one
"extremely" significant association (P=0 001)
can be expected to arise by chance alone, at
the one-in-three level, if we carry out 400
independent correlation tests. Hence contrary
to the advice of Mr Peto and Professor Doll,
we should in these circumstances remain
very sceptical of even an "extremely"
significant association (P = 0001).

Normally, hypothesis testing assumes the
sequence: (1) formulation of hypothesis; (2)
performance of study; and (3) significant
testing of results. However, the investigation
carried out by Doll and Petol involves a
different sequence: (1) the study is performed;
(2) results are scrutinised; and (3) hypotheses
are formulated. Wulf,3 in common with
others, holds that "descriptive studies"
(Doll and Peto's1 is a good example) ought
not to end with significance tests but with the
generation of hypotheses that should be
tested subsequently. Unfortunately, so many
epidemiological studies are essentially unique;
further investigations will often involve dif-
ferent populations (perhaps of different
sensitivity) and greatly changed circumstances.
But even when the hypothesis' of correla-

tion between, say, a "mortality ratio" and a
"smoki,ng ratio" has been properly tested and
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